284	To Dr. Lori	[mi
many reasons against printing them at present—and what blindness would it be in me to talk of some time hence ? I am not only past sixty-four, but nervous and lame to a considerable degree;  and this right hand with which I am writing to you is so full of chalk stones, that there are three joints of the fingers which I cannot move; and I live in dread of entirely losing the use of that hand. When the body grows so weak, would not it be vanity to suppose that the faculties are unhurt ?   Don't imagine that there is even vanity couched under this question, and that it implies a presumption that my faculties have been good. I will to you explain my meaning.   I should not like to publish any of my dear old friend's papers without absolving some part of the great debt of gratitude that I owe to her. I have, I own, thought of something in the manner of the French 6loges.    Now it would mortify me to execute such a work worse than anything I have done—not to mention another difficulty.   An English preface and English notes to a French book would be a strange patchwork *.   I have not been in France these five years, have lost the habitude of the language, and have now no communication at all there, nor any one to consult for assistance.    Indolence and diffidence of myself increase these objections.    I may perhaps select the best papers and letters, and arrange them so, that they may be published hereafter; which I should also prefer, as I have a thorough aversion to hurt anybody living by making public anecdotes in which they are concerned.   This motive has kept me from divulging the dirty behaviour of Voltaire to myself, as the persons is alive who revealed it to me, and gave me his own letter which proved
1 It is evident from this remark	notes are in English,
that Walpole would not have ap-	* The Duchesse de Choiseul (see
proved of Miss Berry's edition of the	note 4 on letter to Mme da Deffand
letters of Mme du Deffand (published	of July 26-7,1768, No. 1222*).
in 1810), in which both preface and

